
Kanban Introduction - Manuscript
General - Work all slides from left to right (starting with the bullets, then the pictures). This 
presentation takes about one hour to go through (depending on questions/interaction from the 
audience). Language is English or Swedish.

1: Kanban Introduction
( ”Hur många här inne kan Scrum, hand upp? Hur många Kanban?” - opening joke from Henrik 
Kniberg)

2: Agenda

3: Background - Lean
I can recommend these books, both available in English (and Swedish)

4-9: What is Lean?
5: Melting pot (”smältverk”) for Iron / Aluminium - Very expensive (electricity), always have running 
even if no demand (build stock). Take weeks to stop and to start again.
6: Firefighter. Put out the fire as fast as possible - Not to call up and - Q: ”I have a fire!” A: ”We can 
come next Tuesday”. Resources ”idle” (free capacity) to secure flow
7: Desert (nothing of both)
8: Nirvana (goal where you want to be) - both resource and flow efficiency

Or, ”Guiding star” (aru beki sugata)
9: Lean is ”the road to Nirvana”  and the changes needed to get there

10: Kanban and theories behind
I can really recommend this book, teaches you Kanban in-depth (75% of this presentation based 
on this book)

11: Context switching (1 of 2)
No. Simultaneous Projects Percent of Time on Project Loss to Context Switching

1 100%   0%
2   40% 20%
3   20% 40%
4   10% 60%
5     5% 75%

http://foreachbiscuit.wordpress.com/2007/12/20/context-switching-on-multiple-projects/

12: Context switching (2 of 2)
Project reporting, part of my Friday to-do list. Tested to do it in two different ways, which is fastest?
B takes half the time (compared to A) - due to one instead of three context switches

13: Little’s law

http://foreachbiscuit.wordpress.com/2007/12/20/context-switching-on-multiple-projects/


Cycle time (3) = 24 / 12 = 2 month
Cycle time (4) = 6 / 24 = 0,25 month

14: Theory of Constraints - ”teorin om begränsningar”
Query: How do you pour the water out of the bottle in the fastest way? Rotate it - Same water, 
same bottle, the way we work is different (i.e. what we can improve)

Assuming the goal of a system has been articulated and its measurements defined, the steps are:
1. Identify the system's constraint(s).
2. Decide how to exploit the system's constraint(s).
3. Subordinate everything else to the above decision(s).
4. Elevate the system's constraint(s).
5. Warning! If in the previous steps a constraint has been broken, go back to step 1, but do not 
allow inertia to cause a system's constraint.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_of_constraints

15: Feedback loops
Example: sticky is moved from Dev to Test, fast feedback -> any problems fixed fast. Delays -> 
Context switching

”Onda cirkeln” - Work it from ”Slow feedback” and round

16: Kanban principles
Story about who made the ”best business” during the gold rush in America -> Sellers of pickaxes 
and shovels. Compare it with post-it manufacturers.

17: Visualize
Picture 1 - Explain the board from left to right (mention WIP limits - more on next slide)
Picture 2 - Mention, support these kind of ”underground initiatives”!

18: Limit WIP
Set WIP limit - A lot of theories (”two per person”, ”pick high number and reduce per week until it 
hurts”)
Picture - ”Poor donkey, how could we have helped him?” (=WIP limit) [laugher]

19: Manage flow
Remove blockers - Like in Toyota to ”stop the production” (all gathers to solve the problem)

Picture 1 - Flow is money (cash flow)

Picture 2 - Problem, no time for ”big changes”, must be small and incremental

20: Other
Planning - JIT - When no tasks in backlog, call for planning

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_of_constraints


Planning - Threshold - When <X tasks in backlog, call for planning
Estimation - Use same methods as for Scrum
Retrospectives - Periodically - Decide after X weeks / Y completed tasks we do retrospective 
(+celebration!)

21: Priority pyramid (1 of 2) - backup slide, can be skipped
Picture - Walk the pyramid - ”A moves to done, decision to start work on B or C etc.” 
More information -> http://theagileist.wordpress.com/2014/12/08/priority-pyramid/

22: Priority pyramid (2 of 2) - backup slide, can be skipped
This is what happened when we first put up the priority pyramid. It confirms Corey Ladas theories. 
From this starting point you need to bring the relevant persons (managers) in front of the pyramid,  
then get the discussion going to sort out priorities (by moving stickies around).

23: Kanban - Who else is using?

24: Summary

25: Viva la evolución
Kanban is not a revolution, but a evolution (”evolution”)

”Can we do it? Yes we Kanban!” - analogy on ”Yes we can” by Barack Obama :)

http://theagileist.wordpress.com/2014/12/08/priority-pyramid/

